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ABSTRACT 

Floating vegetation (Water hyacinth) causes many problems in waterways where it retards flow 

movement and changes flow structure. In this study the impact of water hyacinth on flow behavior in 

open channels was investigated in a laboratory flume. Water hyacinth was harvested from natural 

streams. Four different vegetation densities, three different vegetation root depths and three different 

vegetation zone lengths were used for smooth and rough channel bed. The case without water hyacinth 

was considered as comparative case. The water surface profiles for all cases were investigated. Results 

show that in the presence of water hyacinth water surface profile rises before vegetation zone then goes 

down until reaches to normal water surface. Results also show that water surface profile influenced by 

vegetation density, vegetation root depth, and vegetation zone length and bed roughness. Also the 

effect of vegetation parameters (density, root depth, zone length) on heading up, discharge and 

equivalent Manning's roughness coefficient was investigated and it is found that these parameters have 

a great effect on it. Multiple regression equations based on the dimensional analysis theory were 

deduced to calculate heading up, discharge and equivalent Manning's roughness coefficient.  

Keywords:  heading up, vegetation, Manning's roughness coefficient, water hyacinth. 

 Notations  

𝐹𝑒 = Froude number 

g = gravity of acceleration. 

Kb = bed roughness and it is the soil- particle size at which 90% is passing. 

Kv = vegetation root depth. 

Lv = vegetation length. 

neq=equivalent Manning's roughness coefficient of channel cross section at vegetation zone.   

nO = Manning's roughness coefficient of channel cross section for case of no vegetation.   

Q = flow rate passes through the channel. 

𝑅𝑛 = Reynolds number 

U = mean velocity at depth equal  Yo .   

Yo = water depth before vegetation zone (free water surface + heading up). 

λv = vegetation density. 

∆Y = the heading up. 

 = water density. 
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1. Introduction 

Floating   vegetation is commonly appeared in  rivers,  lakes  and  wetland   marshes, [1]. 

Suspended  vegetation  can   be  divided  into  two  groups, rooted    vegetation   with   floating     

leaves   (pondweeds, water   lilies  and  American  lotus) and     free-floating     leaves  with    

developed  or   underdeveloped roots (Water hyacinth,  common   bladderworts,  and duckweeds) 

[2].  The   presence  of   such   rough    covers  ( ice  jam, floating   vegetation  and  floating  

debris) changes  the  flow  structure  and   velocity      distribution,     [3] , [4].   Water hyacinth  

has   spread   widely   in  all   rivers and   water  bodies  and  its   ability  to  adjust  and  reproduce  

causes  many problems in waterways  with related   to   both  hydraulic   and   water   quality    

issues   [5].  Several   studies regarding the open-channel   flow   with   aquatic vegetation   

(submerged or emergent   or floating)    have    been    performed.   For   example, [6] investigated 

flow resistance in vegetated streams. He presented a new theory which explains the non-linear 

relationship between channel resistance and the ratio of the channel occupied by vegetation. [7] 

investigated the  influence of grass  blades on  the  flow  resistance  in small and large channels. 

He concluded that Manning’s coefficient decreases when flow depth increases and drag 

coefficient value highly correlated to the vegetation height, and follows a power law relationship. 

[8] investigated the flow through double layer rigid vegetation. He found that the interaction of 

high and low momentum fluids causes the flow to fold, and creates strong vortices within each 

mixing layer. [9] studied flow characteristics of partially vegetated   trapezoidal channel    cross-

section    with   flexible   vegetation.   He    developed  a  method   for   predicting  the   total   

conveyance  of  trapezoidal  channel cross-section with varying roughness  in   perimeter  due  to  

growth  of   flexible   vegetation. Also, a regression  relationships   were  developed  for  

computing  the   equivalent  Manning  coefficient   for  vegetated   channels.  [10] adopted a  

three-layer model on basis of mixing length theory  to  simulate the flow structure of  open 

channel flow covered by floating rigid vegetation.  [11] Investigated Manning’s and drag 

coefficients for flexible submerged vegetation, they found that Manning’s   coefficient decreased 

with the   increasing in average velocity. In this study, effect of water hyacinth on water surface 

profile is investigated; laboratory experiments were conducted in a flume covered with water 

hyacinth.  The vegetation length (Lv), vegetation root depth (Kv), vegetation density (λv) and bed 

roughness (Kb) were set up as the control parameters.  The dimensional analysis was used to 

derive some equations to calculate heading up in water surface profile, discharge and equivalent 

roughness in open channel due to the presence of water hyacinth. 

2. Experimental work  

The   experiments   were carried out in water circulating rectangular flume with 

dimension (10 m long, 0.3 m wide and 0.3 m deep) which is located in the Irrigation and 

Hydraulic Laboratory of Engineering Department, Assiut University, Egypt.  At the exist 

section of the flume, a hinged variable sloping tailgate was installed and at the upstream 

end a head tank is supplied to control the water. The studied vegetation shown in figure (1) 

covered 3 m long section at middle of the flume. The laboratory flume which used in the 

experiments is shown in figure (2). The plants (water hyacinth) were collected from natural 

streams. To prevent plants from moving with flow, a wooden frame with three hollow 

rectangles  have dimensions 0.29 m  wide  and 1.00 m long  was  used,    these rectangles 

frames was divided to small equal rectangles by a fine cotton thread.    Plants were placed  

inside these  small  rectangles  and  all were fixed over  the flume  using a fine cotton 

thread  and the system suspended  2 cm  above  the  water  surface as  shown in figure (3) 

to prevent any retardation to flow by the system .  To study the effect of vegetation density, 
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vegetation root depth , vegetation length and bed roughness on the water surface profile, 

heading up, discharge and equivalent roughness, the experimental runs were carried out 

with four vegetation densities (𝜆𝑣=30,60, 90,120 pieces/𝑚2), three vegetation root depths 

(𝐾𝑣=1, 3, 5 cm),  three  vegetation  lengths (𝐿𝑣=1, 2, 3 m)   with  smooth  and  rough 

channel bed.   The vegetation is placed at 3.00 m away from the beginning of the flume as 

shown in figure (2).  Table (1) shows the range of variables used in this study. The water 

depth was measured by a point gauge for each run at different distances along the flume 

length.  The measurements started 1.00 m before vegetation and ended 1.50 m after 

vegetation zone.  Four discharges (10, 12, 14, 16 L/s) were passed through the flume.                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Water Hyacinth used in the study (Eichhornia crassipes). 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental flume. 

Table 1. 

Range of variables used in the study. 

Parameter Symbol Units Values Range 

From To 

Water Depth 𝑌𝑜 cm varied 17 20.7 

Discharge Q L/s varied 10 16 

Vegetation Density 𝜆𝑣 Pieces/𝑚2 varied 30 120 

Vegetation Length 𝐿𝑣 m 1 , 2 ,3 1 3 

Vegetation Root Length 𝐾𝑣 cm 1 , 3 , 5 1 5 

Bed Roughness height 𝐾𝑏 mm Smooth - - 

11.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. the system which used in vegetation hanging. 
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3. Theoretical approach  

The method of dimensional analysis can serve best in absence of a theoretical approach 

which seems in our problem very complicated. The success of this method depends on the 

prescience in selecting the governing parameters. The variables used for dimensional analysis 

are chosen to represent all the parameters involved in the problem under consideration. The 

general functional relationship for these variables is given in the following form: 

∆𝑌 𝑜𝑟 𝑄 𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑒𝑞 = ∅(𝜆𝑣 , 𝐿𝑣 , 𝐾𝑣 , 𝐾𝑏 , 𝑌𝑜 , 𝑈, 𝜌, 𝑔, 𝜇, 𝑛𝑜)                                                    (1) 

Where ∆Y is magnitude of rising in water surface from free water surface, Q is 

discharge, 𝑛𝑒𝑞 is equivalent manning roughness coefficient of channel cross section at 

vegetation zone, 𝜆𝑣 is vegetation density,   Lv  is vegetation length, Kv is vegetation root 

depth, Kb is bed roughness and defined by bed soil- particle size at which 90% is passing, 

Yo is water depth before vegetation zone (free water surface + heading up),  U is flow 

velocity,  is flow density, g is gravity of acceleration, μ kinematic viscosity, 𝑛𝑜 is 

manning roughness coefficient of channel for case of no vegetation.  

Applying the Buckingham's "π" theorem, the following non-dimensional groups will results: 

∆Y

Yo
 𝑜𝑟 

Q

g0.5Yo
2.5  𝑜𝑟 

neq

no
 = ∅ (λv ∗ YO

2,
Kv

YO
,

Lv

YO
,

Kb

YO
,

U

√g YO
 ,
 U YO

μ
)                                     (2) 

Eqn. 2 was used in analysis correlation between vegetation variables (density, root depth 

and zone length) and heading up, discharge and equivalent manning's roughness coefficient. 

4. Results and discussions 

In this section the results of experimental program are discussed. The influence of 

vegetation density, vegetation root depth, vegetation infected length and bed roughness on 

vertical velocity profile, water surface profile, heading up, discharge, equivalent manning's 

roughness coefficient and vegetation drag force are analyzed. 

4.1. Water surface profile 

4.1.1. Effect of vegetation density on water surface profile 
Figure (4) illustrates the effect of vegetation density on water surface profile for the same 

vegetation root depth and the same vegetation infected length for case of smooth bed. As 

shown  in  the  figure  water   surface   rises  before    vegetation   zone   then   goes  down  

through vegetation zone  and goes   back   to   normal  water   surface    after  vegetation zone.  

This means that vegetation zone works as an obstruction to the flow in the channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. water surface profile for vegetation root depth = 5 cm, vegetation zone length = 3 m and 

different vegetation densities, case of smooth bed channel 
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Fig.7. water surface profile for vegetation root depth = 5 cm, vegetation zone length = 3 

m and different vegetation densities, case of rough bed channel 

4.1.2. Effect of vegetation root depth on water surface profile 
Figure (5) illustrates effect of vegetation root depth on water surface profile for same 

vegetation density and vegetation length for case of smooth bed. It is clear from the figure 

that vegetation root depth has the same effect of vegetation density on water surface profile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. water surface profile for vegetation density = 120 pieces /𝑚2 , vegetation zone length = 3 

m and different vegetation root depths, case of smooth bed channel 

4.1.3. Effect of vegetation zone length on water surface profile 
Figure (6) shows the effect of vegetation zone length on water surface profile for same vegetation 

density and vegetation root depth for smooth bed case. The figure shown that also vegetation zone 

length has the same effect of vegetation density and vegetation root depth on water surface profile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. water surface profile for vegetation density = 120 pieces /𝑚2 , vegetation Root depth = 5 

cm and different vegetation zone lengths, case of smooth bed channel 

4.1.4. Effect of bed roughness on water surface profile 
For rough bed, effect of vegetation density, vegetation root depth and vegetation zone 

length on water surface profile have been studied. Figures (7, 8, 9) illustrate the effect of 

vegetation density, vegetation root depth and vegetation zone length on water surface 

profile in the case of rough bed. It is found from the figures that the mentioned variables 

have the same behavior as in the case of smooth bed except that in the case of rough bed 

the magnitude of rising in water surface is bigger than its value in the case of smooth bed.  
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Fig. 8. water surface profile for vegetation density = 120 pieces /𝑚2, vegetation zone  length = 3 

m and different vegetation root depths, case of rough bed channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. water surface profile for vegetation density = 120 pieces /𝑚2, vegetation Root depth = 5 

cm and different vegetation zone lengths, case of rough bed channel 

4.2. Effect of infected area on heading up 

This part discusses the effect of vegetation variables (vegetation density, vegetation root 

depth and vegetation zone length) on the magnitude of rising up in water surface from free 

water surface (heading up ∆Y).  In Fig. (10)  ratio of  heading  up  to water depth  (∆Y/𝑌𝑜) was  

drawn  versus  vegetation  density  as  dimensionless  term (𝜆𝑣*𝑌𝑜2) for different  vegetation 

zone  lengths  and   vegetation   root  depth = 1cm. It is clear from the figure that when   

vegetation density increases   the ratio (∆Y/𝑌𝑜) increases for all vegetation zone lengths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. variation of dimensionless heading up with dimensionless vegetation density for 

different vegetation zone lengths and vegetation root depth = 1cm. 

The same results are found when the ratio (∆Y/𝑌𝑜) was drawn versus the ratio of 

vegetation root depth to water depth (𝐾𝑣/𝑌𝑜) for different vegetation zone lengths and 

vegetation density = 30 pieces / 𝑚2as shown in Fig.(11) and when the ratio (∆Y/𝑌𝑜) was 

drawn versus the ratio of vegetation zone length to water depth (𝐿𝑣/𝑌𝑜) for different 

vegetation densities and vegetation root depth = 1 cm as shown in figure (12).  
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Fig. 11. variation of dimensionless heading up with the ratio of vegetation root depth to water 

depth for different vegetation zone lengths and vegetation density = 30 pieces /𝑚2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. variation of dimensionless heading up with the ratio of vegetation zone length to water 

depth for different vegetation densities and vegetation root depth = 1 cm. 

Figs.  10,  11  and  12  show  a  correlation  between   the  independent   and  dependent 

parameter  indicated  in Eqn. 2.  So a multiple linear regression analysis is used to derive an 

equation to calculate the heading up using excel regression tool as follows: 

For smooth bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination 𝑅2=0.94. 

  
∆𝑌

𝑌𝑜
= 0.11 + 0.0005

𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑜
+ 0.032

𝐾𝑣

𝑌𝑜
+ 0.0013𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2  ̶ 2.38𝐹𝑒 − 6.59 × 10−6𝑅𝑛         (3)          

For rough bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination       𝑅2 = 0.99. 

∆𝑌

𝑌𝑜
= 0.88 + 4.53 × 10−5 𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑜
+ 0.0027 

𝐾𝑣

𝑌𝑜
+ 0.0001 𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2– 1.22 𝐹𝑒 − 10
𝑘𝑏

𝑌𝑜
              (4)                                                           

4.3. Effect of infected area on discharge 

With  increasing   in   land   slope and increasing in streamlining of the  vegetation, flow  

became  less retarded  and when flow depth  increases  flow  was  more  retarded  due  to  

submergence of  more  rough  elements with  flow  depth, [12]. The  mean  and  turbulent  

flow structure in channels  influenced by  aquatic vegetation and  thus   affects sediment 

and  transport  of it, [13].  In Fig. (13)  water  discharge  which  passes  through the flume 

as a dimensionless ratio  (Q/𝑔0.5𝑌𝑜2.5)  is  plotted  versus  vegetation density as 

dimensionless term (𝜆𝑣*𝑌𝑜2) for different vegetation zone lengths and vegetation root 

depth = 3 cm.  It is clear from this figure that the water discharge decreases with the 

increase of vegetation density for all vegetation zone lengths. 

. 
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Fig. 13. variation of dimensionless water discharge ratio with dimensionless vegetation density 

for different vegetation zone length and vegetation root depth = 3cm. 

Also the  ratio of vegetation root depth to water depth (𝐾𝑣/𝑌𝑜)  and the ratio of 

vegetation zone length to water depth  (𝐿𝑣/𝑌𝑜)  have  the  same effect  of  dimensionless 

vegetation density (𝜆𝑣*𝑌𝑜2)  on dimensionless water discharge (Q/𝑔0.5𝑌𝑜2.5)  when 

plotted against each other as shown in Figs. 14 and 15.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Variation of dimensionless water discharge with the ratio of vegetation root depth to 

water depth for different vegetation zone length and vegetation density = 90 pieces / 𝑚2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. variation of dimensionless water discharge ratio with the ratio of vegetation zone length 

to water depth for different vegetation densities and vegetation root depth = 3 cm. 

A multiple linear regression analysis is used to deduce an equation for calculating the 

discharge as follows: 

For smooth bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination          𝑅2 = 0.98. 

𝑄

𝑔.5𝑌𝑜2.5 = 0.16 – 0.00082
𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑜
 – 0.052 

𝐾𝑣

𝑌𝑜
 –  0.0023𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2 − 2.79 × 10−6𝑅𝑛               (5)                                        

For rough bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination             𝑅2 = 0.89. 

𝑄

𝑔.5𝑌𝑜2.5 = 0.83 – 0.003  
𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑜
  –  0.15  

𝐾𝑣

𝑌𝑜
 –  0.006  𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2 − 7.42 
𝑘𝑏

𝑌𝑜
                               (6) 
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4.4. Effect of infected area on Manning's roughness coefficient  

Manning’s roughness coefficient is affected   by the geometry changes    between 

sections, the vegetation in the channel, the bed roughness and the   channel   obstructions, 

[14]. In Fig. (16) Values of dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness coefficient   

(𝑛𝑒𝑞/𝑛𝑜) is plotted versus dimensionless vegetation density for different vegetation lengths 

and vegetation root depth = 5 cm.   As   shown   in the figure when dimensionless vegetation 

density increases the dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness coefficient increases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. variation of dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness coefficient with dimensionless 

vegetation density for different vegetation zone lengths and vegetation root depth = 5cm. 

The same trend occurs between dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness 

coefficient (𝑛𝑒𝑞/𝑛𝑜) and the ratio of vegetation root depth to water depth (𝐾𝑣/𝑌𝑜) and the 

ratio of vegetation zone length to water depth (𝐿𝑣/𝑌𝑜) when they plotted against each other. 

Figs. 17 and 18 illustrate this relationship between them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  17. variation of dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness coefficient with the ratio of vegetation 

root depth to water depth for different vegetation zone length and vegetation density = 120 pieces /𝑚2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. variation of dimensionless equivalent manning's roughness coefficient with the ratio of 

vegetation zone length to water depth for different vegetation densities and vegetation root depth = 3 cm. 

An equation to calculate equivalent manning's roughness coefficient was deduced using 

multiple linear regression analysis as follows:  
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For smooth bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination       𝑅2 = 0.93. 

𝑛𝑒𝑞

𝑛𝑜
= 1.23 + 0.0008 𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2 + 0.015
𝑘𝑣

𝑌𝑂
 + 6.9 × 10−5 𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑂
− 4.38Fe + 1.2 × 10−5 𝑅𝑛      (7)  

For rough bed the following equation is deduced with a coefficient of determination 𝑅2 = 0.99. 

𝑛𝑒𝑞

𝑛𝑜
= 2.28   ̶  0.00012 𝝀𝑣 𝑌𝑜

2  ̶  0.0031  
𝑘𝑣

𝑌𝑂
   ̶  4.9 × 10−5  

𝐿𝑣

𝑌𝑂
   ̶   1.79 Fe − 14.5

𝑘𝑏

𝑌𝑜
    (8)                                                                                           

5. Conclusions 

In this study, a series of laboratory experiments were conducted to study the effect of 

water hyacinth on flow characteristics. The main conclusions drawn from this study can be 

summarized as follows; 

1. Vegetation zone works as an obstruction to the flow in the channel where due to the presence 

of vegetation in channel, water surface rises before vegetation   zone   then   goes down 

through vegetation zone and goes back to   normal water   surface    after vegetation zone.  

2.  Due to bed roughness the magnitude of rising in water surface before vegetation zone 

becomes bigger than that in case of smooth bed for the same cases of presence of vegetation. 

3. The equivalent Manning's roughness coefficient of channel increases by increasing 

vegetation density, vegetation root depth and vegetation zone length. 

4. The heading up increases by increasing vegetation density, vegetation root depth and 

vegetation zone length. 

5.  The flow rate through channel decreases by increasing vegetation density, vegetation 

root depth and vegetation zone length. 

6.  Multiple regression analysis equations based on the dimensional analysis concept 

were deduced for computing the equivalent manning's roughness coefficient, 

heading up and flow rate through channel. 
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 الحشائش الطافيةخصائص التدفق للقنوات المكشوفة ذات 

 الملخص العربى

 الحشائش الطافية )ورد النيل( تسبب العديد من المشاكل في المجاري المائية حيث تعوق حركة التددف  وتييدر كيه.د  

في كذه الدراسة تم التحقي  في تأثير نبات ورد النيل ع.ي س.وك التدف  خلال القنوات المهشوفة في قناة معم.يدة  تدم عمد  

نيل من مجاري مائية طبيعية  تم إستخدام أرب  كثافات مخت.فة وثلاثة أعماق عدذور مخت.فدة ل.حشدائش وثلاثدة نبات ورد ال

في حالتي قاع القناة الناعم وقاع القنداة الخشدن  أعتبدرت الحالدة بددو   وذلك أطوال مخت.فة ل.مناط  التي تشي.ها الحشائش

نبات ورد النيل كحالة مقارنة  تم دراسة منسوب سطح الماء لهل الحالات  النتائج أظهرت أن  في وعود نبدات ورد النيدل 

طبيعي  النتائج أظهرت منسوب سطح الماء الفإ  منسوب سطح الماء يرتف  قبل منطقة الحشائش ثم يهبط حتي يصل إلي 

ايضا أ  منسوب سطح الماء يتأثر بهثافة الحشائش وعم  عدذوركا وطدول المنطقدة التدي تشدي.ها وخشدونة قداع القنداة  تدم 

أيضددا دراسددة تددأثير عوامددل الحشددائش )الهثافددة   عمدد  الجددذور   طددول المنطقددة( ع.ددي مقدددار ا رتفدداع فددي سددطح المدداء 

لماننج وقد وعد أ  كدذه العوامدل لهدا تدأثير كبيدر ع.يهدا  تدم إسدتنتا  معدادلات مبنيدة والتصرف ومعامل الخشونة المهافئ 

 التح.يل البعدي لحساب مقدار ا رتفاع في سطح الماء والتصرف ومعامل الخشونة المهافئ لماننج   ع.ي نظرية

 


